Why
Cambridge?
Since the founding of the university in the 13th
century, Cambridge has remained as a centre for
ground breaking research and learning. Today, many
leading and emerging biomedical and technical
companies are based here.
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Costello Medical has operated from Cambridge since
the company’s foundation in 2008 and our
headquarters in the heart of the city, minutes from
the main railway station, are now home to over 90
colleagues.
With the laid-back feel of a small city and easy access
to the surrounding countryside combined with a vibrant
cultural, dining and shopping scene, Cambridge offers
a huge amount as a place to live and work.
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Dining and Entertainment

– Reach Kings Cross by train in 50 minutes and
Stansted Airport in 30 minutes

– Cambridge has a bounty of historic pubs, with
many serving excellent grub and local ales

– The Guided Busway links a network of villages to
the city centre

– An evolving and vibrant independent food scene
has emerged, with numerous pop-ups

– Excellent cycling infrastructure across the city,
with shower and changing facilities at the office

– CB1, the area closest to our office,
is graced with a range of coffee shops and
lunch-spot favourites
– The Junction and Cambridge Corn Exchange play
host to international music and comedy acts.
Cambridge also houses numerous smaller intimate
venues as well as the annual Folk Festival in July

Housing and Accomodation
– Short-term accommodation is relatively easy
to find (we have a guide to help you and lots of
local knowledge) and new housing is increasing
the availability of rented accommodation city-wide
– Surrounding villages, with easy access to the city,
including by rail, offer a quieter alternative

